Most divers recognize the potential danger in the long sharp spines of some species of sea urchins. These relatives of starfish and sea cucumbers in the phylum Echinodermata exhibit a fairly wide variety of body forms, some potentially dangerous and others not. But at least one species has been known to kill.
The basic sea urchin structure recognized by most people consists of a slightly squashed ball covered by a dense bristling of spines. These spines can be thick and blunt, designed mainly for wedging the animal into place on the reef, as those of the Eucidaris metularia at right. Some hard and sharp spines such as those of the urchin below also seem to function primarily for stabilization, although they may also help keep the urchin from being eaten. What predator would want to eat a ball of spines? (Although in fact, some triggerfish and wrasses seem to have no problems with the spines.)
In other species, the spines provide more of an active defense. The long sharp but brittle spines of Diadema (below) can easily penetrate skin, where they invariably break off. Venom in the layer of "skin" covering the spine causes more pain in the wound than would be expected from just the physical penetration of flesh by a thin, sharp object.
The construction of some other species, such as the Echinothrix calamaris (top of next page, left and right) follows a different approach. The longer spines are blunt but rather soft and easily broken. A diver running into one of these urchins pushes aside the longer thicker spines allowing the numerous thin and brittle spines between them to enter the skin of whatever it touches. In these species, venom is apparently released from inside hollow tubes running through spines that break off in the wound.
In both of these kinds of encounters, being spined by a sea urchin causes pain, sometimes quite a lot of it, but usually nothing more serious or long lasting. The spines usually dissolve within the victim's body or work their way out within a few days. Of course, the more spines you get, the worse the reaction.
Some other urchins with short or long thin spines spend most of their time buried in the sand and are rarely a danger. These include the sand dollars and sea mice. Even when handled, most species of Metalia (right) and the flattened sand dollars are essentially harmless.
The Deadly One
But there is one urchin named Toxopneustes pileolus (below and next page) that can be quite dangerous. Deceivingly, at first glance it looks as though it is not dangerous at all. This urchin, which sort of resembles a ball of flowers, has short spines that pose no threat. The danger is in the "flowers." These are appendages called pedicellaria, which are present in most species of urchins, but are particularly large in Toxopneustes. Pedicellaria are not as soft and cute as they look. In fact, they are three-cornered jaws with sharp edges. Fanglike appendages are associated with venom glands at the tips of each jaw. These jaws close down to form the three pointed stars shown in the right photo at the top of the next page, and the closing jaws can easily penetrate skin. Envenomation from a pedicellaria bite can continue even when the pedicellaria are detached from the urchin's body. Any pedicellaria still attached to a wound should therefore be removed as soon as possible. However, once attached they may be difficult to dislodge.
A venomous bite from the pedicellaria of Toxopeustes is reported to be extremely painful. Not only that, human fatalities have been reported from encounters with this urchin. While it is possible that the deaths were caused by allergic reactions, this animal still is nothing to mess with.
So how does this affect us at Kwaj? Yes, you guessed it. Toxopneustes pileosus is an inhabitant of Kwajalein Atoll. It has been seen on sandy and rubbly algae-covered reefs much like the terrain off North Point. I have seen large specimens up to about 7 inches in diameter, such as the one at left, in the Ski Boat area a mere 10 to 15 feet from shore not far from the dive steps. I also saw a large specimen in the shallow reef quarry (Japanese swimming pool) next to the air terminal. Fortunately, they usually spend their days mostly or completely buried beneath the sand and rubble. At night, however, they emerge to graze on the algae-covered reef, and this is the time a diver would have the greatest likelihood of running into one. Always watch where you put your hands (and other body parts) and be careful handling anything that is unfamiliar.
A relative of Toxopneustes is Tripneustes gratilla (right), found here in lagoon algae patches often covered by chunks of algae and other debris. Tripneustes also possesses venomous pedicellaria (top of next page), but not nearly as large as those of its more dangerous relative. This species is frequently used in studies of reproduction and developmental biology at the University of Hawaii, and I have handled them frequently with no ill effects. However, experts warn that a person can get some painful venom if the pedicellaria are able to break the skin. I would suggest not getting these urchins in contact with skin on more tender parts of the body, or even on hands that bear cuts exposing tender flesh.
On the Tripneustes gratilla at left, the small pedicellaria are the purple-tipped short tentacles between the spines.
No urchin is going to seek out and attack a diver. Injuries come from accidental contact or careless handling. As in all things, the key to safety is being aware of what you are doing and not carelessly getting into any sticky situations. 
